POST-COVID OPPORTUNITY SCAN

KEEP IDEAS

Faculty
• Keep online office hours
• Online classes
• Remote learning

Staff
• Working from home part time
• Working remotely helps the environment
• Working remotely reduces commute

Students
• Keep online classes
• Ability to record Zoom
• Keep advising online

CHANGE IDEAS

Faculty
• Expand online course offerings
• Conduct student evals to receive real-time feedback

Staff
• Hybrid and hyflex teaching helps students
• Move all university forms online
• Offer on-site COVID vaccinations

Students
• Allow students to choose in person or online classes
• Make in person classes optional
• Prefer asynchronous classes

OTHER THOUGHTS

Staff
• Maximize safety of staff and students
• Offer more virtual events to engage

Students
• It’s still too dangerous to come back
• Reduce tuition
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